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Is preoperative serum creatinine a reliable indicator of outcome in
patients undergoing coronary artery bypass surgery?

Mahdi Najafi, MD,a Hamidreza Goodarzynejad, MD,c Abbasali Karimi, MD,b Abbas Ghiasi, MD,a Hasan Soltaninia, MD,a

Mehrab Marzban, MD,b Abbas Salehiomran, MD,b Banafsheh Alinejad, MD,c and Maryam Soleymanzadeh, MDc

Objective: Evaluating renal function by calculating creatinine clearance as an alternative measure to serum

creatinine may give a better estimation of postoperative renal function in patients undergoing coronary artery by-

pass grafting.

Methods: Using our database, we conducted a retrospective review of the records of all 11,884 patients aged 21

years or older undergoing pure bypass grafting who required cardiopulmonary bypass. Preoperative renal function

was categorized as normal renal function (serum creatinine �1.1 mg/dL and creatinine clearance>60 mL/min),

occult renal insufficiency (serum creatinine � 1.1 mg/dL and creatinine clearance � 60 mL/min), mild renal in-

sufficiency (1.1 mg/dL<serum creatinine� 1.5 mg/dL and creatinine clearance� 60 mL/min) or moderate renal

insufficiency (serum creatinine>1.5 mg/dL and creatinine clearance � 60 mL/min).

Results: Out of 11,884 patients in the sample, 7856 (66.1%) had normal renal function, and 706 (5.9%) had

occult renal insufficiency. The rate of postoperative mortality, renal failure, atrial fibrillation, prolonged ventila-

tion, intra-aortic balloon pump usage, and prolonged hospital stay (>7 days) was higher in patients with occult

renal insufficiency than in the normal group in univariable analysis. Multivariable logistic regression analysis

demonstrated that patients with occult renal insufficiency compared with the group with normal renal function

were at higher risk for mortality (odds ratio¼ 2.59, 95% confidence interval 1.15–5.86; P¼ .022) and prolonged

hospital stay (>7 d) (odds ratio ¼ 1.30, 95% confidence interval 1.08–1.57; P ¼ .005).

Conclusions: To identify higher-risk patients requiring special intensive care, and in whom new interventions can

be performed to improve outcome, we recommend the preoperative calculation of creatinine clearance, especially

in older women with a lower body mass index.
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Preoperative renal dysfunction is a significant risk factor that

influences the outcome of cardiac surgery.1,2 With the rapid

rise in the aged population, more patients with renal insuffi-

ciency (RI) are being referred for coronary artery bypass

graft (CABG) operations.3 Patients with impaired renal

function undergoing CABG surgery present a higher opera-

tive risk, a higher incidence of morbidity and need for dial-

ysis, and prolonged hospital length of stay after CABG.4

Elevated serum creatinine (Cr) level is not a reliable

screening test for renal impairment because it has important

limitations. Serum Cr level varies with factors aside from re-

nal function, such as age, sex, muscle mass, hypertension,

and metabolism; therefore, it can remain within the normal

range even when renal function is significantly impaired.5

Creatinine clearance (CrCl), as an alternative measure of

preoperative renal reserve, is the most useful clinical esti-

mate of glomerular filtration rate. Direct measurement of
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CrCl is more accurate, but cumbersome, and not a possible

option in routine clinical practice or large clinical studies.6

Using prediction formulas that estimate glomerular filtration

rate with moderate precision and accuracy would be a prac-

tical solution. Among the formulas, the Cockcroft–Gault

equation was chosen because it is calculated by readily avail-

able clinical data and is reasonably associated with measured

CrCl in patients with cardiac disease.7,8

The aims of this study were (1) to define the preoperative

demographics as well as intraoperative and postoperative

characteristics of patients undergoing CABG who have oc-

cult RI (serum Cr � 1.1 mg/dL and CrCl � 60 mL/min)

and (2) to examine the hypothesis whether CABG patients

with occult RI incur greater morbidity and mortality than

CABG patients with normal renal function (NRF) (serum

Cr � 1.1 mg/dL and CrCl>60 mL/min).

METHODS
Demographic, intraoperative, and in-hospital outcome data were col-

lected prospectively and entered into a computerized database on all patients

undergoing cardiac surgery at our institution (Tehran Heart Center). After

institutional ethics approval was obtained, the records of all 11,884 patients

aged 21 years and older undergoing pure CABG between January 2002 and

February 2007 were retrieved from this database for analysis. Other cardiac

procedures such as cardiac valve surgery and surgery for congenital heart

disease were excluded from the study.

Because of the retrospective nature of the study, requirement for written

informed consent was waived by the ethics committee. All entries were

based on definitions of the Society of Thoracic Surgeons. Patients’ data
gery c February 2009
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
BMI ¼ body mass index

BSA ¼ body surface area

CABG ¼ coronary artery bypass graft

Cr ¼ creatinine

CrCl ¼ creatinine clearance

NRF ¼ normal renal function

RI ¼ renal insufficiency

included the following variables: age, sex, body mass index (BMI), history

of smoking, hypertension, peripheral vascular disease, chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease, and cerebrovascular accident, as well as left ventricular

ejection fraction, left main coronary artery involvement, and number of sig-

nificant coronary arteries involved. The operation data, such as aortic cross-

clamp time and use of intra-aortic balloon pump, and the outcome of CABG,

including in-hospital mortality and postoperative complications such as

stroke, renal failure, prolonged ventilation, prolonged length of stay (>7

days), and atrial fibrillation, were also gathered.

Postoperative renal failure was defined as acute or worsening renal fail-

ure after CABG resulting in one or more of the following: increase of se-

rum Cr more than 2 mg/dL (176.8 mmol/L) or a new requirement for

dialysis. Prolonged ventilation was defined as pulmonary insufficiency re-

quiring ventilator support including but not limited to causes such as adult

respiratory disease syndrome, pulmonary edema, and/or any patient venti-

lated more than 24 hours postoperatively. Postoperative atrial fibrillation

was defined as new-onset atrial fibrillation necessitating treatment for

symptoms or hemodynamic compromise that did not include recurrence

of atrial fibrillation that had been present preoperatively. Postoperative

stroke was defined as any neurologic deficit of abrupt onset resulting

from a disturbance in cerebral blood supply documented by the neurolo-

gist on the basis of the brain imaging pictures that did not resolve within

24 hours.

Renal function was assessed by serum Cr, and CrCl was estimated by the

Cockcraft–Gault equation.7,8 In all patients, serum Cr level in milligrams

per deciliter was determined preoperatively.

The Cockroft–Gault equation was selected as the most consistently

favored algorithm to calculate preoperative and postoperative CrCl.9 The

following equation was used for men:

CrCl ¼ ð½140�age� $ weightÞ=ðserum Cr $ 72Þ.
Units are weight (kg), age (years), and serum Cr (mg/dL).

The proportion of muscle mass on body weight is relatively lower in

women than in men. Therefore, the calculated value of CrCl was multiplied

by the factor of 0.85 in female patients.

The Cockroft–Gault equation was adjusted for body surface area (BSA)

by multiplying by (1.73/BSA) mL $ min�1 per 1.73 m2, with BSA calculated

by the following DuBois formula: BSA (m2)¼ (weight [kg]) 0.425 $ (height

[cm]) 0.725 $ 0.007184.10,11

Patients were divided into four categories on the basis of preoperative

renal function as follows: NRF (serum Cr � 1.1 mg/dL and CrCl > 60

mL/min), occult RI (serum Cr � 1.1 mg/dL and CrCl � 60 mL/min),

mild RI (1.1 mg/dL < serum Cr � 1.5 mg/dL and CrCl � 60 mL/min),

or moderate RI (serum Cr>1.5 mg/dL and CrCl � 60 mL/min). Patients

with severe preoperative RI, defined as serum Cr greater than 3.4 mg/dL,

were excluded.

Statistical Analysis
Numerical variables were presented as mean� SD, and categorized vari-

ables were summarized by absolute frequencies and percentages in paren-

theses. Continuous variables were compared by the Student’s t test and
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categorized variables were compared by the c2 test (or Fisher’s exact test

as required) across two groups (with NRF and with occult RI).

Multivariable logistic regression models were established to compare

outcome variables including postoperative renal failure, mortality, and pro-

longed hospital stay across four groups with the presence of confounders

such as age, sex, and BMI. Variables entered into the multivariable model

if the P value in the univariable analysis was found to be less than or equal

to .15. For each analysis, patients with NRF served as the reference group

against which all others were compared. All analyses were conducted

with SPSS software (version 13.0; SPSS, Inc, Chicago, Ill) and version

9.1 of the SAS System for Windows (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, NC). All

P values were 2-tailed.

RESULTS
During the study period, 11,933 patients underwent iso-

lated CABG. A total of 49 patients were excluded owing

to severe preoperative RI (24 patients) or dialysis depen-

dency (25 patients). Table 1 reveals demographics and oper-

ative characteristics of 11,884 patients included in the study,

categorized by renal function.

The entire patient cohort consisted of 8860 (74.6%) men

and 3024 (25.4%) women. The mean age for all patients was

58.7� 9.6 years. Occult RI was present in 706 (5.9%) of our

patients, and almost 1 in 10 of the studied patients with a nor-

mal preoperative serum Cr (serum Cr � 1.1mg/dL) was

found to have CrCl of 60 mL/min or less. As shown in Table

1, patients with occult RI were more likely to be women,

older, and had a lower BMI than patients with NRF (All

P values < .001). Patients with occult RI had also more

frequent preoperative comorbidities such as hypertension,

peripheral vascular disease, and triple coronary vessel dis-

ease, whereas cigarette smoking was less common in the

occult RI group than in the NRF group.

Operative data are also shown in Table 1. Rate of intra-

aortic balloon pump use was significantly higher in the oc-

cult RI group than in the NRF group. Patients with NRF

had a longer aortic crossclamp time than did the occult RI

group (43.3 � 13.4 vs 41.3 � 14.0 minutes; P< .001).

Postoperative results are listed in Table 2. Patients with

occult RI had more than threefold increased rate of in-hospi-

tal mortality and nearly threefold increased prevalence of

postoperative RI as compared with patients with NRF

(P< .001 and P ¼ .020, respectively).

Risk-adjusted outcomes for various groups of patients

based on renal function are reported in Table 3. The follow-

ing variables were included in the multivariable analyzing

model: patient categories based on renal function, age, left

ventricular ejection fraction, BMI, sex, cigarette smoking,

hypertension, preoperative cerebrovascular accident, pe-

ripheral vascular disease, triple coronary artery involvement,

left main coronary artery involvement, intra-aortic balloon

pump usage, aortic crossclamp time, as well as postoperative

atrial fibrillation, prolonged ventilation, and stroke. In addi-

tion, outcomes such as prolonged hospital stay (>7 days),

postoperative renal failure, and in-hospital mortality were
ardiovascular Surgery c Volume 137, Number 2 305
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TABLE 1. Baseline and intraoperative characteristics of the study patients stratified by renal function

Entire population

(n ¼ 11,884)

NRF

(n ¼ 7856)

Occult RI

(n ¼ 706)

Mild RI

(n ¼ 2353)

Moderate RI

(n ¼ 969)

P value for

NRF vs occult RI

Characteristics

Male gender 8860 (74.6) 6037 (76.8) 241 (34.1) 1789 (76.0) 793 (81.8) <.001

Age (y) 58.7 � 9.6 55.4 � 8.7 68.6 � 6.0 65.4 � 7.0 61.9 � 9.3 <.001

BMI (kg/m2) 27.1 � 4.0 27.7 � 3.9 24.8 � 3.6 26.04 � 3.6 27.0 � 3.9 <.001

Cr concentration (mg/dL) 1.16 � 0.28 1.05 � 0.18 1.05 � 0.06 1.33 � 0.10 1.81 � 0.31 .655

CrCl (mL/min) 68.7 � 19.4 78.8 � 15.5 55.0 � 4.4 51.3 � 5.8 39.7 � 7.5 <.001

Comorbid disease

Diabetes mellitus 3731 (31.4) 2446 (31.1) 250 (35.4) 705 (30) 330 (34.1) .190

Hypertension 6296 (53.0) 3969 (50.5) 436 (61.8) 1319 (56.1) 572 (59) <.001

Cigarette smoker 4655 (39.2) 3344 (42.6) 129 (18.3) 804 (34.2) 378 (39) <.001

History of COPD 290 (2.4) 176 (2.2) 23 (3.3) 64 (2.7) 27 (2.8) .080

History of CVA 818 (6.9) 475 (6) 53 (7.5) 192 (8.2) 98 (10.1) .122

PVD 183 (1.5) 90 (1.1) 14 (2.0) 42 (1.8) 37 (3.8) .050

Left main coronary involvement 1175 (9.9) 704 (9) 75 (10.6) 281 (11.9) 115 (11.9) .141

3VD involvement 8825 (74.3) 5732 (73) 542 (76.8) 1809 (76.9) 742 (76.6) .029

LVEF (%) 49.3 � 10.0 49.5 � 9.8 51.0 � 9.8 48.7 � 10.3 47.3 � 10.9 <.001

Surgical details

IABP usage 316 (2.7) 171 (2.2) 30 (4.2) 76 (3.2) 39 (4.0) <.001

Elective surgery 10334 (87.0) 6924 (88.1) 611 (86.5) 1984 (84.3) 815 (84.1) .212

Aortic crossclamp time (min) 42.9 � 13.3 43.3 � 13.4 41.3 � 14.0 42.0 � 12.4 42.7 � 13.1 <.001

NRF, Normal renal function; RI, renal insufficiency; BMI, body mass index; Cr, creatinine; CrCl, creatinine clearance; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CVA,

cerebrovascular accident; PVD, peripheral vascular disease; 3VD, triple coronary vessel disease; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; IABP, intra-aortic balloon pump.

All continuous variables are presented as mean � standard deviation; all categorical variables are presented as number and percentages within parentheses.
assessed across four groups (on the basis of renal function)

in a logistic regression analysis model.

Multivariable logistic regression analysis demonstrated

that patients with occult RI were at higher risk for mortality

than patients with NRF (odds ratio ¼ 2.59, 95% confidence

interval 1.15–5.86; P ¼ .02). Prevalence of prolonged hos-

pital stay was also significantly higher in the occult RI group

as well as the mild RI group and individuals with moderate

RI in comparison with the NRF group.

On the basis of conventional methods of postoperative RI

definition by using serum Cr cutoff, only patients with mod-

erate RI were at higher risk of postoperative renal failure

compared with the group with NRF. However, patients

with occult RI or mild RI did not show a significantly higher

risk of postoperative renal failure as compared with patients

with NRF.
DISCUSSION
The association between preoperative and postoperative

renal failure on one hand and the adverse outcome in car-

diac surgery on the other is well established.2,12 Renal

function is an important determinant of in-hospital mor-

tality in cardiac surgery,13 and when it is severe enough

to require dialysis, morbidity and mortality are markedly

increased despite dialysis and supportive intensive care.14

However, there is modest information on the effects of

lesser degrees of renal failure on operative outcome.15,16

Moreover, renal function was mostly detected by check-

ing the serum Cr levels as a diagnostic test.16,17 How-

ever, use of serum Cr has been questioned in several

reports as it can be normal even when renal function is

impaired, and it may underestimate mild-to-moderate

degrees of RI.18,19
TABLE 2. Postoperative characteristics of the study patients stratified by renal function

Outcomes

Entire population

(n ¼ 11,884)

NRF

(n ¼ 7856)

Occult RI

(n ¼ 706)

Mild RI

(n ¼ 2353)

Moderate RI

(n ¼ 969)

P value for

NRF vs occult RI

In-hospital mortality, n (%) 106 (0.9) 42 (0.5) 13 (1.8) 32 (1.4) 19 (2) <.001

Postoperative renal failure, n (%) 87 (0.7) 34 (0.4) 8 (1.1) 17 (0.7) 28 (2.9) .020

Prolonged mechanical ventilation, n (%) 133 (1.1) 64 (0.8) 12 (1.7) 36 (1.5) 21 (2.2) .010

Prolonged hospital stay (>7 d), n (%) 3780 (31.8) 2189 (27.9) 298 (42.2) 910 (38.7) 383 (39.5) <.001

ICU stay (h), (mean � SE) 40.6 � 32.0 39.1 � 0.3 44.4 � 1.3 42.3 � 0.7 45.4 � 1.1 <.001

Atrial fibrillation, n (%) 711 (6.0) 356 (4.5) 69 (9.8) 199 (8.5) 87 (9) <.001

Stroke, n (%) 36 (0.3) 17 (0.2) 4 (0.6) 9 (0.4) 6 (0.6) .089

NRF, Normal renal function; RI, renal insufficiency; ICU, intensive care unit; SE, standard error.
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Browner, Li, and Mangano20 initially suggested impaired

renal function as a significant predictor of postoperative

mortality after noncardiac surgery. More recently, Mangano

and associates1 reported outcomes in more than 2200 pa-

tients undergoing CABG with or without valvular surgery,

revealing that 14% of their study population had at least

some degrees of impaired renal function before myocardial

revascularization and that the pre-existing mild renal failure

(preoperative serum Cr of 1.4–2.0 mg/dL equivalent to

123.8–176.8 mmol/L) was an independent predictor of de-

veloping acute renal failure after CABG surgery.

In contrast to our study, Wijeysundera and associates5 re-

ported that risk of acute renal failure necessitating renal re-

placement therapy is higher in the group with occult RI

(serum Cr� 100 mmol/L and CrCl� 60 mL/min), and there

was no significant difference between the occult and mild RI

groups with regard to risk of renal replacement therapy. One

reason for that could be the fact that their criteria for RI def-

inition were stricter than ours.

Wijeysundera and associates5 also showed that patients

with occult RI were more likely to be elderly women with

lower BMI, which was similar to our findings.

Data from our analyses confirm and extend most of these

observations.

We suggested that the risk of postoperative mortality and

prolonged hospital stay increases when CrCl falls below 60

mL/min, even if serum Cr is in the normal range. In addition,

although in our study patients with occult RI experienced

a higher rate of acute renal failure than did the NRF group,

calculation of CrCl was only related to the outcomes in uni-

variable analysis and not in the adjusted multivariable

model. As stated before, it seems that our criteria for defini-

tion of post-CABG renal failure should be restricted and

even CrCl estimation taken into account.

TABLE 3. Multivariable analysis of adjusted risk of postoperative

outcomes including prolonged hospital stay, renal failure, and in-

hospital mortality

Odds ratio 95% CI P value

Prolonged hospital stay (>7 d)

Normal renal function 1* — —

Occult RI 1.302 1.082–1.567 .0052

Mild RI 1.293 1.121–1.492 .0004

Moderate RI 1.517 1.163–1.978 .0021

Postoperative renal failure

Normal renal function 1* — —

Occult RI 2.099 0.816–5.396 .1239

Mild RI 1.174 0.582–2.370 .6538

Moderate RI 5.492 3.036–9.934 <.0001

In-hospital mortality

Normal renal function 1* — —

Occult RI 2.592 1.147–5.857 .0220

Mild RI 2.402 1.145–5.040 .0204

Moderate RI 5.651 1.499–21.309 .0106

CI, Confidence interval; RI, renal insufficiency. *Reference group.
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LIMITATIONS
First, our study was observational and retrospective in na-

ture, possibly restricting us to identify and analyze all poten-

tial confounders. Second, although no formula is more

widely used and accepted for predicting CrCl than that pro-

posed by Cockcroft and Gault, it does not provide absolutely

accurate results, particularly in elderly patients, as compared

with values obtained from plasma and 24-hour urine collec-

tion samples.21 Finally, out hospital complications and mor-

tality could not be assessed owing to lack of follow-up data

in the hospital records.

CONCLUSION
The current study suggests that the significantly greater

mortality and morbidity in CABG patients with occult RI

than CABG patients with NRF may remain unrecognized

by physicians who rely on serum Cr abnormalities alone

to identify RI. Therefore, we recommend preoperative cal-

culation of CrCl as well as serum Cr to estimate renal func-

tion, especially in older women with lower BMI, to identify

higher-risk patients requiring special intensive care and in

whom new interventions can be performed to improve out-

come. These interventions may include decisions on the

best procedural method (off-pump vs on-pump), drug ad-

justment, particularly antibiotics on the basis of CrCl, he-

modynamic care, especially blood pressure control during

CPB, request for a renal consult, preoperative hemodialysis

if required, and preparation for immediate postoperative he-

modialysis or continuous renal replacement therapy on de-

mand.
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